
Job Specification – Mouldshop Setter / Technician 
 

Department: Mouldshop

Main purpose: This is a “hands-on role” to assist the daily running of the Peco Injection 
Moulding facility and undertake the setup and running of tools / machines. The 
Peco mouldshop contains 12 injection moulding machines ranging from 25Ton 
to 120Ton (mainly Engel and Arburg). Currently there are 8 operators and two 
machine setters.

Responsible to: Department Supervisor 

Main Tasks:           Assist with the planning of the moulding schedule based on orders from 
purchasing department and main factory.
Carry out tool changes, monitor machine performance, material usage and 
maintenance. 
Ensure that the mouldshop runs safely and all H&S guidelines and best 
practice is observed by helping manage and plan daily, weekly and monthly 
maintenance on the machines. This includes the daily safety checks and other 
safety procedures.
Maintain a safe, healthy, clean and tidy environment for yourself and others.
Oversee quality of products being produced and liaise with the tool room for 
any tool repairs.
Assist with other daily / weekly activities such as training and monitoring staff 
performance.
Looking at waste and ensuring overall efficiencies.
(This list is not exhaustive and may vary depending on business needs)

Secondary Tasks: Conduct trials of new tooling for new products or following repairs to tools.
Liaise with third party service providers regarding the servicing and any repairs 
to the injection mould machinery.
Monitor and where possible introduce new methods to reduce waste.
Assist with running of the small moulding facility in Ratio, Buckfastleigh (provide 
occasional holiday cover etc).
Booking out stock and transferring finished parts to the factory or stores.
To ensure company procedures are adhered to.

Experience: To have up to 5 years recent experience of tool setting in an injection moulding 
environment.

You must be technically competent in the setting, maintenance and optimising 
of injection moulding machines working with a range of materials. 
Adequate experience of ancillaries such as material feed systems, masterbatch 
dosing, chillers, mould heaters, granulators, conveyors, pick and place robotic 
systems etc. Experience of running automatic assembly lines would be an 
advantage.
Experience of working in a team of setters and operators.



Cont…

Able to problem solve quickly, resolve quality issues, and maintain production 
targets.

Technical Skills: Ability to program moulding machines – Experience of Engel and Arburg would 
be advantageous.
Understanding of mould tool manufacture.

                             Hold formal setting training qualification or equivalent experience in the area of 
plastic injection moulding - Thermoplastics.
Ability to conduct new tool trails and process optimisation.

   Have Knowledge of polymers and their properties.
Proven knowledge and experience of H&S regulations, risk assessments and 
ensuring ‘Best Practice’.

Person Skills: Has a good work ethic, has an eye for detail and accuracy, and can work 
unsupervised.
Due to the nature of the role, you need excellent communication skills, with a 
good standard of English and Mathematics.
Work in a timely manner.
Enthusiastic and keen to learn.
Punctual and reliable.
Some computer knowledge / experience of Microsoft programs.

     Pay: Negotiable and depends on experience with a review after 6 months following 
successful completion of the probation period.

Working hours: * 39 Hour week.
8:00am to 4:45pm Monday – Thursday
8:00am to 2:30pm Friday

15 minutes’ break in the morning (paid)
30 minutes for lunch (unpaid)
10 minute break in the afternoon (paid)

Holiday: 28 days (including Bank Holidays) pro-rata depending upon start date.

Benefits: PECO operates a subsidised canteen, which provides hot and cold meals daily.
Free car parking.
Contributory Pension scheme in existence and staff are invited to join after 
successfully completing their probation period.
A staff pass is provided to allow you to visit the attraction of PECORAMA.
Staff are welcome to use the PECORAMA grounds during break and lunch 
times - Pending changes to COVID-19 guidelines.
A staff discount is available within our model and souvenir shop, if the goods 
are for your own use.

Other: This position has a 6-month probation period.

* We may consider the need for overtime or a split day / night shifts in 
exception circumstances. 


